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cc: ECB, Bank of England, Deutsche Bundesbank, Swiss National Bank, BIS, RBI, BOJ, BOC
cc: NATO, E.U., U.N., Great Britain, France, Germany, Poland, Spain, Norway, Sweden, etc.
cc: President Putin of Russia
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cc: Panama, Venezuela, Romania, Bulgaria, Qatar, Egypt, Japan, India and all ‘countries’
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also via Pope Francis
Holy See
Open Letter
Amicus curiæ
10th March 2014
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Dear Senator Menendez and Senator Corker,
In the name of our Immaculate Virgin Mary with Her Child Jesus, greeting!
The current ‘foreign policy’ of the United States appears to be a little like that of a young
English girl, lost on vacation in Portugal and hunted down by ‘red riding hood’ in a forest.
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America is young, innocent of the ways of the Old World and has little experience except
that fleeing Europe did not help, that isolation is impossible and that pregnancy is the
inevitable result.
Perhaps Senator Barrasso, a ‘foreign relations’ committee member, can call his namesake in
the European Union for advice on how the Old World uses metaphor and analogy.
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“America is 100% 18th Century. The 18th century had chucked out the principle of metaphor
and analogy — the basic fact that as A is to B so is C to D. AB:CD. It can see AB relations. But
relations in four terms are still verboten. This amounts to deep occultation of nearly all human
thought for the USA.”
Marshall McLuhan
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The accompanying Amicus curiæ to Chancellor Merkel of Germany and President of the Swiss
Confederation Mr. Burkhalter, introduces to them our Amicus curiæ to The Honourable Mr.
Barack Obama, President of the United States, regarding the dissolution of the Federal
Reserve and the United States. In addition, we have enclosed our Amicus curiæ to Poland
which shows that the ‘Weimar Triangle’ are also informed.
The hectic schedule of the U.S. Secretary of State and their European counterparts, amongst
other evidence, shows that this Court of Record has established jurisdiction. We The People and
Pope Francis are not as deceived by U.S. propaganda as are the editors of the New York Times.
The Al-Quaeda is traced to the Al-CIA-duh operated by lunatics and legal idiots at the CIA
who think that force is the only standard and that they shall begin to “show their power”.
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This Amicus curiæ must be read in the context of all our published Open Letters, which are
available at www.courtofrecord.org and www.courtofrecord.org.uk. Your Excellencies can
contact Pope Francis with any questions.

The Power of Jesus Christ
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Western men in “positions of power” have come to the conclusion that there is only matter,
that, in the field of Nation States, the “laws of physics” are reduced to who can nail Jesus to the
Cross wins. Priests are reduced to beggars for food to feed their sheep. The sheep are branded
with identity cards and tortured and slaughtered for fun, like in Ukraine, Syria, Afghanistan,
Israel, Japan, Sudan, Central African Republic, Venezuela, etc. A quick trip to ‘rendition’, to
surrender your God given liberty, can be arranged by your nearest TSA 1 agent.
The testament of early Christian history from Rome shows that Caesar and his Senators had
a simple but effective policy, “a unified and very strong reaction”2, to quote Senator Corker, to any
rival king, tribe, priest or upstart.
Our Lord, Jesus Christ, was a ‘victim’ of the policy of the day. The direct presence of YHVH,
Our Father, the blessed One who has Mercy with His world, in the years that followed His
crucifixion, resulted in the ‘conversion’ of many ‘gentiles’ to Christianity, in the face of the
most cruel practices of torture known at that time.
His teachings, along with those of Moses, are at the core of Trust law and civil law that
resulted in the U.S. Constitution and the salary and the resulting life sustenance that Your
Excellencies draw, which are mirrored in the positions and salaries of all politicians and ‘civil
servants’ who purport to ‘represent’ the people or ‘serve’ them in all countries.
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Untying the knots of history
“Love the LORD, Love the LORD, Love the LORD. Oh fool!
Rules of grammar will not save you at the time of your death.”
Thus sang Adi Shankara, an Indian Sage, revealing the secret to untying the knots that blind
us to the hand of the LORD in the pages of His Story.
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Five thousand, five hundred and seventy four years ago, they say, Moses left Egyptian
civilisation with the Hebrew people, who are with us today. Genesis, in the Torah, contains in
pictures and metaphors drawn with words, the secret of epistemology, the study of how knowing
knows and ontology, the organisation of knowledge. This encompasses all possible knowledge.
The Torah also demonstrates that Life is One, how a civilisation based on the love of YHVH, the
Almighty One, is to be governed, even through a failure of money.
Western civilisation, which is to say Roman civilisation, is founded on the rock of the
Almighty One, YHVH, our LORD Jesus Christ.
The testimony of the Gospel says:
Gospel of Saint John 10:30 I and My Father are One
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This is no ordinary statement, it is an assertion that there is not one iota of difference
between Our LORD Jesus Christ and “Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name”, YHVH.
When a man lives in the Word of the Almighty One, the World Mind, the LORD of Hosts, the
Host of Heaven, listens. The field of observation is not ‘out there’, it is within the Mind, for in
Him we live and move and have our Being. The knower, the witness, the observer and the field
1
2

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transportation_Security_Administration
www.corker.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/news?ContentRecord_id=041193c2-883c-440c-bb4a-cee864e83bb4
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of observation are One.
You cannot have an observation without an observer and the act of observation determines
the state of an ‘entangled pair’ of photons, for example. The intelligence of the most
contemplative Physicists can begin to approach the singularity from which their experience
springs, the thing they are missing is love, which is why Richard P. Feynman, Physicist
extraordinare, who, echoing Heisenberg’s dying words, said, “Physics is not the most
important thing, love is”.
Early Christian martyrs bore witness to the LOVE of Jesus Christ. It is to them we send our
love and thanks for our ‘western’ concepts of liberty and justice, which came from the east.
Such love is not sentiment, it is not sexual pleasure, it is a discovery, in living experience, that
the observer and the field of observation are One. It is this discovery that enables One to say, “I
make all things new” and hope for success, for the spirit of hope lives in one who lives in the Word
of God.
When Moses left Egypt, he and his followers fled the civilisation of Egypt, ruled by the CityTemple of a Pharaoh initiated into the Mysteries of the Spirit, the Mystery of Divine Mercy. He
left with the knowledge of the oneness of life, and broke the people of Egypt, the one
civilisation, into two, resulting in ‘them and us’.
It is tempting for ignorant people to vilify the other, be it their own king or the enemy.
Since that historic time, the LORD, YHVH, through Moses, guaranteed the return of all people
and nations into One.
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Almost three millennia after Moses, the LORD incarnated as our Lord, Jesus Christ. His
people, the Hebrew priests of the Torah, did not recognise Him and rejected Him.
The living word of the LORD rejected is a civilisation condemned. The city of Rome two
millennia ago, had a million people, historians say, which is an astonishing number. The
‘automation’ to provide such a large population bread and water, involved boats, canals and
aqueducts, the result is a supply of young men at arms who could crush any rival.
The coast of the Mediterranean, the North of Africa from Egypt to Libya was the bread bowl
of Rome. Arabia of that time, wisely did not fight the Romans. Tribute, which is to say “free”
food, flowed into Rome out of fear of vengeance.
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The organised application of violence is the hallmark of Rome. Your Excellencies in all
governments live in a formal Roman State, where there is no money that is gold in circulation.
All the men have ceased to earn money, if they look into it, they will discover that the State is
the legal Father of their children. There are no Men around! It is no surprise that women then
cannot swear to obey their husbands these days and that ‘marriage’ is more like hell.
In the ‘United States’, one can go get a ‘marriage certificate’ from the same clerk that sells
dog tags. This certificate is not the legal definition of ‘marriage’ in the eyes of the LORD. It
matters little what the State thinks, for it has no brain, it is a legal fiction, a lie sold to the
public by the legal idiots who run it.
The knot points of His Story
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Minus 5774 years from today: Moses leaves Egypt with the secret of God, the state of ‘them
and us’ becomes the lot of mankind, the godless priests and their Pharaoh fall to ruin.
Minus 2014 years from today: Jesus Christ is not received by the godless Hebrew priests of
the Roman civilisation and put to death. We start our contemporary calendars from this event.
The temple of Jerusalem is destroyed, Rome falls to ruin. Pope Benedict XVI explains very
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beautifully in his Christmas Message3 of 2012, in the Financial Times:
“Render unto Caesar what belongs to Caesar and to God what belongs to God,” was the
response of Jesus when asked about paying taxes. His questioners, of course, were laying a trap for
him. They wanted to force him to take sides in the highly charged political debate about
Roman rule in the land of Israel. Yet there was more at stake here: if Jesus really was the longawaited Messiah, then surely he would oppose the Roman overlords. So the question was
calculated to expose him either as a threat to the regime, or as a fraud.
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Jesus’ answer deftly moves the argument to a higher plane, gently cautioning against both the
politicisation of religion and the deification of temporal power, along with the relentless pursuit of
wealth. His audience needed to be reminded that the Messiah was not Caesar, and Caesar was
not God. …
In Italy, many crib scenes feature the ruins of ancient Roman buildings in the background.
This shows that the birth of the child Jesus marks the end of the old order, the pagan
world, in which Caesar’s claims went virtually unchallenged. Now there is a new king, who
relies not on the force of arms, but on the power of love.
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Pope Benedict XVI
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In AD 313, the Edict of Milan proclaimed the ‘Peace of the Church’. The rule by fear, torture
and intimidation by Caesar was replaced by the rule of the Bishop of Rome.
Over the next thousand years, the Law of God, the Torah and the Gospel of Jesus Christ were
accepted by the kings of Europe as their law.
King Alfred the Great (King of Wessex from AD 849 to AD 899 ) took the Law of Christ as his law.
Christ through Saint Peter and the clergy of the Roman Catholic Church was the settlor of this trust,
the king of England became the Trustee by voluntary acceptance. It was the monk Bede who
wrote the Ecclesiastic history of the English People. Pope Sergius I was credited with endeavouring
to secure Venerable Bede as his adviser. This convinced King Alfred the Great to take the Law of
Christ as his law. This settlement of the Law of Christ into England has survived many centuries,
informed the Common Law and given birth to our era where we may choose to live with an
abundance of life and peace.
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Letter Rogatory to the British Cabinet/Parliament
www.courtofrecord.org/British
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Our letter to President Putin outlines the non-dual wisdom of the Holy Spirit, the history
that resulted in Canon Law and Statutes, the nature of Medusa, Stheno and Euryale, the Yellow
Magnet of the Rising Sun, and the snakes and vermin that infest the dead Elephant in the
Vineyard of Our Lord.
The initial purpose of this letter is to assist Our Holy Father with a contemplation to convey this
Holy Spirit to the living man, the one whom we know by the name Putin; and for how President
Putin of Russia can assist Our Holy Father by removing the vermin infested, rotting, stench of the
dead elephant in the Vineyard of Our Lord.
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www.courtofrecord.org/Putin

In this letter to President Putin, we also covered the history of the Rule of God’s Law in
Russia and the economics of the fall of Caesar in Rome.
Economics and the ‘Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire’
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Public discussion of economics today rarely gets beyond ‘village barter’ and it is fashionable for the
lately educated to discuss ‘hunter gatherers’ and forget that ‘civilization’ or the rule by a City-State
has been with us for millennia — it is, after all, the Jewish year 5774.
Those who debate ‘Keynes vs Hayek’ in a utopia void of the Rule of Law predict a stratospheric
3

www.courtofrecord.org.uk/Christmas
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‘gold price’ and imagine that the history of the last century alone or the immediate few centuries
before, is a guide to what is to come. Little do they contemplate the definition 4 of today’s most
widely circulated legal tender, the US dollar.
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Saint Peter went to the City-State of Rome, a city that we hear had a million people two millenia
ago. It was a civilisation built on the mastery of Force in human affairs, a civilization whose
engineering prowess is visible from satellites to this day. Aqueducts had automated the delivery of
water and ships brought in the harvest of wheat and other products from around the Mediterranean.
‘Senators’ who controlled the infrastructure had a ready source of ‘God’s substance’ to maintain an
oligopoly on power.
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The temples which in more ancient times were a means to share the bounty of God with His people
had become ‘commercial’. The ‘mark of the beast’ or Caesar’s mark was imprinted on coins as
‘senators’ inflicted ‘legal tender’, that is to say, debased coinage on the people. The temple priests
of Jerusalem were collecting what in today’s language could be called the ‘temple forex spread’.
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Extreme cruelty, the ever present threat to be sent to the ‘Circus Maximus’, and the threat of war
kept the produce and water flowing. Rome, after all, had an abundant supply of ruthless teenage
men to crush any ‘libertarian’ or ‘independent’ village. In the symbolic language of God, the
peaceful temple well water had been replaced with the gushing Aqueduct of Force.
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The further consequence of the automation of ‘bread and water’ is that the Roman Senators are
what we would call today, ‘trigger happy’ and that engineering skills could be lost by a single
disastrous disruption of technology that took years to build. Today, this danger is real.
It is to this City-State that Saint Peter brought righteousness, living by the commandment ‘thou shalt
not kill’ even to his death on the cross — it is striking fact that in this traumatic century past, the
Catholic Church has discovered what might be the grave of Saint Peter5.
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The how-to of righteousness was carried by the Apostles in all directions, which resulted in ‘liberty’
and ‘property rights’ for the common man. As a result of the Gospel, people did not place their
gold into the hands of tyrants and only accepted value for their labour. The frontier into the
wilderness provided the arbitrage needed to bleed the Roman Empire. The City-State of Rome fell
to ruin and the ineffective head priest of the old Roman religion was replaced by the Bishop of
Rome.
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In today’s language, former vassals of the Emperor became fiduciary trustees — a process that took
time. In the case of England, it was the acceptance of the law (bible) of the Bishop of Rome by
King Alfred the Great, who was King of Wessex from 871 to 899 through the work of Saint Bede
(672/673 – 26 May 735). In Russia, this is mirrored by Saints Cyril and Methodius. However, the
tendencies of men to worship the false idol of manifest force continued from then to this day.
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This is reflected on the history of the past five centuries. From King Henry VIII to today we can see
the identification of the legal concept ‘Caesar’ modelled as the ‘Nation-State’, the Emperor that kept
the warring nations together as the UN/US/EU. Like in Roman times, these mini-Caesars could be
played one against the other and their treasury drained. We can see the worship of the Pharaoh as
the banking system.
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The frontiers of the Roman Empire are seen today as ‘offshore’. The power of the Pharaoh over his
slaves is embodied as ‘passports’ and the ‘whips’ that keep political parties voting in a block in
Parliament. The rest of it logically follows, the national-security state, Circus Maximus in
Guantanamo Bay, informers and spies and the horrible fate of ‘defectors’ and ‘whistleblowers’.
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The questions which needed to be answered are: Is there the goodwill of Christ at the core of this
system so that it can be orderly dismantled by the Rule of Law? Is there a time limit to this
madness?

215
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US Gold Reserve Act 1934, the import of which today is that Federal Reserve Notes (USD cash) is legal tender.
See www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h41/Current/ table 10, Federal Reserve Notes to be collateralized, which
total only approximately 1.16 trillion dollars.
“Secret Access The Vatican 2011” www.youtube.com/watch?v=LgYO97zxEFw
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Pope Benedict XVI let the world know, by preaching “Render unto Caesar what belongs to Caesar
and to God what belongs to God”6 and His Holiness’ subsequent resignation that there is Christ at
the core of this system. One can surmise that His Holiness refused to extend the century long grant
of Charter to the Federal Reserve and resigned to prevent a transition by assassination or a Great
Depression style of social collapse, favoured amongst the ruthless who wish to play Caesar. This
was graphically signalled by the Baltic Dry Index (BDI), an index that measures the cost of bulk dry
shipping. The BDI once again hit an all time low at the time of His Holiness’ resignation in Febuary
2013, just as it had in 2008 at the collapse of Lehman Brothers.
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The tyranny of the warring kings of Europe, aided by treasonous bankers of the day who imprisoned
the Apostle of Saint Peter in his castle in 1870, the historical king of kings in Europe, is at an end.
We must choose the path of righteousness that leads to an abundance of Life and Peace.
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We also trace in the letter for President Putin, how Islamic Qanun/Kanun/Canon Law of
Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent (6 November 1494 – 7 September 1566), brought the curse of
Babylon, a debt based society to England of his day.
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In turn, the United States of America was instigated by the then Bishop of Rome in 1776 to
deter England from adopting the ways of the Islamic Sultan. The statutes of the United States
corporation correspond to the Canon Law of the Islamic Sultan. England returned to the flock
of the Bishop of Rome soon after ‘American Independence’. By the so-called ‘Second war of
Independence’, in 1812, the United States of America trust was defeated, status quo anti-bellum,
and America returned to the state as it was before the war declared with the Pope by King
Henry VIII in 1532.
Thus the ‘special relationship’ of Britain with the United States is the secret that the United
States and England are Allies for the Rule of God’s Law, the rule of Jesus Christ, YHVH, Our
Father who has Mercy with His world, through the Bishop of Rome.
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Sultan Sam and the emergence of a ‘shoot first’ and ask questions later ‘fundamentalist
Muslim’ mentality of America and Europe, we trace in our Amicus curiæ to His Majesty King
Harald V of Norway7.
This results in the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) as irrelevant to Europe.
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President Putin has complied with the wishes of this Court of Record and released ‘legal
infant’ prisoners, including but not limited to Lebedev, Khodorkovsky, ‘Pussy Riot’ and
‘Greenpeace’.
In contrast the United States and the European Union have gone from blunder to blunder.
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The shame of the failure to investigate and tackle the September 11, 2001 attacks by lunatics
and idiots within U.S. government structures rests with the Senate and Congress of the
United States, who are in treason to the men, women and children of America, who
believe themselves to be We The People.
Even as an entire marketplace of Wall Street traders are yet to discover what is going on, that they
have no power, that assets and liabilities are actually backwards as a result of UCC Mirror
Reflection, that the debates in the U.S. Congress are completely void of substance and are about the
Kanun of the Sultan; the bust of Sultan Suleiman stares down at the congressmen from the walls of
the U.S. House of Representatives.
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Contemplation for the one we know as Putin
www.courtofrecord.org/Putin
260

United States statutes and executive orders, Kanun Law of Sultan Sam, apply only to legal
fiction names, not living American men, women and children. The jurisdiction of Sultan Sam is
6
7

www.courtofrecord.org.uk/archive/benedict-xvi/christmas-message.html
www.courtofrecord.org/Norway
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limited to “ten square miles” of Washington, D.C. The Federal Reserve and the United States
are charters of the Bishop of Rome.

The U.S. Exchange Stabilisation Fund, simplified
265

Today, ‘money of account’ in a bank is created not by ‘cash deposits’ as simple common
people believe, but by ‘borrowers’, UCC legal infants, who put their signature on deposit.
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“Taxes” are paid in this UCC legal infant’s money. The whole purpose of taxation is to make
the ‘money’ appear to be valuable. The Exchange Stabilisation Fund, under the episcopal
authority of the Secretary of the Treasury, U.S., manages a financial war where these
signatures are exported to ‘foreign’ ‘Central Banks’ who perform ‘currency sterilisation’ to
create local currencies to allow ‘foreign direct investment’.
The resulting ‘Central Bank’ deposits are used to buy ‘U.S. Treasury bonds’, the quantity of
which are about 1% of the total money of account created by UCC legal infants. The ‘Federal
Reserve’ brokers this purchase at its ‘discount window’. As the supply of UCC legal infant
money exceeds the supply of bonds by two orders of magnitude, ‘interest rates’ are low.
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The ‘Federal Reserve’ earns its broker fees in U.S. Treasury bonds, which can then be
pledged to the ‘Government printing Agent’, which then prints ‘Federal Reserve Notes’ or
dollar bills, the total quantity of ‘legal tender’ being approximately one trillion (10 12) ‘dollars’.
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The DEA, the CIA, the FBI and so forth are engaged in the task of selling drugs to Americans
for Federal Reserve Note cash. The cash is then smuggled out in the reverse direction to ‘prop
up’ foreign banks.
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The ‘war’ in Afghanistan protects the fields of poppy and more importantly is the training
ground for both the land army and how special forces with advanced weapons, masquerading
as terrorists, can defeat the land army. The same happened in Iraq, the shaped charges that
blew up American convoys were not ‘improvised’. The same is true of the special explosives
used in the Oklahoma City bombings and in the September 11 th 2001 attacks.
It has since been demonstrated in view of the world that all electronic equipment from
computers, to cars, to trains, to planes, to nuclear reactors are back-doored and can be taken
over by ‘remote control’, blown up, hijacked or crashed.

No authority for war or terror, financial or otherwise
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The authority for the Exchange Stabilisation Fund to continue this activity, the hundred
year charter of war that is the Federal Reserve and the United States is over.
All officials, private companies, individuals, including but not limited to the President,
Senators, Congressmen, Justices of the Supreme Court of the United States, Post Master General
down to the local postmaster, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, down to Blackwater
mercenaries, the CIA to the Al-CIA-duh, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, down to your
local ‘National Association’ credit union are operating with unlimited personal liability.
The same is true in all countries, financial institutions, courts, embassies, corporations
private and public, down to individual men and women.

The 2008 Lehman Brother collapse
300

When ‘Lehman Brothers’ ‘collapsed’ in a world of virtual money, fifteen trillion dollars were
made up and put into the ‘Royal Bank of Scotland’ and ‘Medium Term Notes’ circulated that
‘funded’ the corporate beast of Babylon for five years.
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From the House of Lords in England, we have the following testament 8:
Under the contract, the American Treasury has apparently got the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York to offer to buy out the bonds issued to Mr Riyadi to replace the cash which has been taken
from him over the previous 10 years. It is giving him $500 million as a cash payment to buy out
worthless bonds. That is all in the agreement and it is very remarkable. Establishing whether I
have a correct piece of paper is just two phone calls away-one to Mr Geithner and one to
Mr Greenspan, both of whom still prosper and live . They could easily confirm whether they
signed it. Mr Riyadi, by passing these bonds over, has also put at the disposal of the US Treasury the
entire asset backing which he was alleged to have for the $15 trillion. I have a letter from the Bank
of Indonesia 9 which says that the whole thing was a pack of lies. He did not have the 750,000
tonnes of gold which was supposed to be backing it; he had only 700 tonnes. This is a piece of
complete fabrication.
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www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201212/ldhansrd/text/120216-0002.htm#column_1016
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The legal idiots who run the Exchange Stabilisation Fund, including but not limited to the
U.S. Secretary of the Treasury and agents of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, know that
they used the power of Caesar, ‘United Nations exemptions’, to prevent a complete disorderly
collapse of the world banking system which many legal idiots in finance, lust for.
320

This act of Mercy, a power of the Bishop of Rome, is what transformed a system of looting to a
system that re-distributes ‘credit’ to give five years for officials to develop a plan of peace.
Certain ‘Left Hand Path’ lunatics within CIA/ESF structures believed they could carry on,
depose the Bishop of Rome, install a priest from Argentina with little world experience, get a war
going between ‘Argentina’ and ‘Great Britain’.
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They went ahead with a ‘Daring’10 plan to use ‘climate change’ weapons of war, distraction of
war in Syria, the Central African Republic, Venezuela, etc., ‘Acts of God’ followed by
‘Humanitarian Aid’ to intimidate Japan into being the submissive host country, to steal gold
from the Philippines that is owed back to the people of the world, whom Americans think of by
the term We The People.
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‘Left’ leaning politicians are being put into place in Latin America for a new reign of terror
by the CIA. Their plan is of using drug lords who are ‘hardened’ by the ‘practice’ of stealing
young girls in Latin America from the hands of their mothers in shopping malls, raping them,
shoving a stick up there, removing their internal organs and leaving them for their parents to
find. Your Excellencies can make a few phone calls and verify these Matters of Fact.
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This then are the types of men that the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations have
under the control of the Director of National Intelligence and the Drug Enforcement
Agency. Agency name or country affiliation not a bar.
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Gentlemen and Ladies of the U.S. Senate and U.S. Supreme Court, Your Excellencies have
your work cut out for you. This Writ of Mandamus is now in effect. Your Excellencies are
operating with unlimited personal liability, having chosen the ‘Law of the Jungle’ as we have
explained in our Amicus curiæ to the United States Senate Select Committee on Intelligence 11.

8
9

www.youtube.com/watch?v=eL5hqvTWkYg
This Court of Record is investigating the actions of American officials and CIA/ESF operatives in Indonesia for
instigation of religious hatred, for geo-engineering and other actions to destroy evidence or to injure the
people of Indonesia.
10 www.courtofrecord.org/Daring
11 www.courtofrecord.org/US/US-Senate-Intel-cover
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State of Emergency in the United States has Ended

345

White House ‘Executive Orders’ have no force, they are a Brutem Fulmen. The recent redeclaration of financial war with Ukraine as a pretext 12, by the femcoverts who act from behind
the curtain of the United States Secretary of the Treasury must know that they can act only on
legal fiction entities, lifeless passports.
When American Common Law began its journey distinct from English Common Law, it began
with a rich inheritance that included but is not limited to, everything in the Torah, the Gospel
of Jesus Christ to the tyranny of King Henry VIII.
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Any ‘American National’ was a ‘king without a subject’. The Bishop of Rome had, by
instigating the ‘American Revolution’, sent out a spark of Christ’s sovereign rule into the land
that is America. The separation of Church and State allowed Christians of all confessions to
practice their faith without stewardship from the Bishop of Rome. How free do ye want to be?
The Gospel of Jesus Christ destroyed Caesar in Rome. It shall destroy Sultan Sam in America.
Just as Senators, Congressmen, Judges, Military and so forth from the United States, came to
defend and protect the Rule of Law in Europe in the century past, their contemporaries today
shall overcome the stupidity of a few men in the CIA.
Oath of office is loss of American Nationality. All oaths of office come under 22 CFR, Foreign
Relations, Sections §§92.12 - 92.30, and all who hold public office come under Title 8 USC, Section
§1481 “Loss of nationality by native-born or naturalized citizen; voluntary action; burden of proof;
presumptions.”

The burden of proof rests with a living American, to know that he gives up his spark of
individual, living, sovereignty as an American National, free from the Brutem Fulmen or empty
threat, of the Henry VIII Caesar he was flying from in the days of the American Revolution, to
become a servant bonded to serve his fellow men. It also reflects the fact that officers of
United States and its instrumentalities are ‘foreign’ to the people, they are their servants.
When a United States official leaves Washington D.C. and enters the land known as Virginia, for
example, he or she is a foreigner living at the Mercy of the sovereign American Nationals. The
same is equally true of State of Virginia officials, police officers, for example. When they step
out of their patrol car, a Man of War, the locals can greet them, “Welcome to America”.
That the ‘American Revolutionaries’ used the We The People trust to steal and loot from
their fellow men is well known, this is what ‘revolutionaries’ believe they can do. That the
American Revolution taught the Caesar in England a lesson is less well known. Even less well
known is that, in order to ensure that the Rule of God’s Law, to keep a Caesar from forming in
America that relied only on brute force13, the power of money had to be removed from any
possible Caesar, including but not limited to the United States.
Our Lord Jesus Christ, YHVH, has arranged just this, for He is the Mind below the individual
mind. Gold is not in circulation. There are no prices set in gold. The Allies for the Rule of
God’s Law, now count President Putin of Russia as a Duke of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of
Nations and Baron of these Global Isles.
It is by acts and actions that confirm that sane people are in charge of the United States of
12 www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/03/06/executive-order-blocking-property-certain-personscontributing-situation
13 THE COURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE: Eustace C. Mullins, Ezra Pound World Peace Foundation JapaneseAmerican Friendship Society and the People of Japan, vs The United States Government, Defendant.
www.whale.to/b/mullins8.html Extract “We have already lost Germany,” Stettinius said. “If Japan bows out, we will not have a live population on
which to test the bomb.”
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America, such that it can be dismantled, that these living men and women are found and then
can be trusted to participate in Holy Peace.

Consequences of Civil Peace
385

390

Legal idiots, full time lunatics, including but not limited to the officials of the United States
and the European Union are on an ‘international’ watch list.
Wise men are instructed by reason;
Men of less understanding, by experience;
The most ignorant, by necessity;
The beasts by nature.
- Letters to Atticus, Marcus Tullius Cicero
Matthew 26:52 Then said Jesus unto him, Put up again thy sword into his place: for all they that
take the sword shall perish with the sword.

395

There is wisdom in the words of Jesus Christ, but men of less understanding experience the fruits of
their actions as it happened in Europe in the last century. If you have lived by the sword of Caesar
… learn from the wisdom of Zacchaeus, the tax collector. Repent, make restitution and seek the
mercy of the LORD.
Letter Rogatory to the British Cabinet/Parliament

400

‘Laws’ made up by Sultan Sam’s ‘Congress’ or other legislatures, including but not limited to
the European Parliament, the United Kingdom Parliament, and so on, apply to their ‘foreign to
the people’ officers and employees.
The head of the National Security Agency, General Keith Alexander, alluded to unspecified
legislation on media leaks as being forthcoming, potentially within weeks, during remarks at a
cybersecurity panel on Tuesday.

405

410

415

rt.com/usa/leaks-legislation-coming-nsa-alexander-879/

The Official Secrets Act, the wish of the lunatic director of the NSA, the secrecy laws
introduced in Japan, can no more stop the leaks than an act of the ‘powerful’ U.S. Congress, a
purported ‘law’, stop radioactive water leaking from the blown up reactor in Fukushima, Japan.
Any cover up operation is treason. We suggest that the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations
conduct a full and impartial public investigation.
By this letter, the boys at MI6 who advise BBC producers have their pizza returned to them
with its sausages burnt to a crisp by a blow torch. Intimidation and programs on television
that are designed to ‘harden’ a people and prepare them for a war and a reign of terror are the
work of legal idiot tyrants. The Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations, Rt.
Hon. Theresa Mary May shall take notice and take appropriate action. BBC watchers will know
exactly the event. The U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations and all competent authorities in
all ‘countries’ shall take notice and take appropriate action with regards to the testament
recorded in Pawns in the Game14, by William Guy Carr.
“But, Mr. Secretary,” said Alger Hiss, “no one can ignore the terrible power of this weapon.” “Nevertheless,”
said Stettinius, “our entire postwar program depends on terrifying the world with the atomic bomb.” “To
accomplish that goal,” said John Foster Dulles, “you will need a very good tally. I should say a million.” “Yes,”
replied Stettinius, “we are hoping for a million tally in Japan. But if they surrender, we won't have anything.”
“Then you have to keep them in the war until the bomb is ready,” said John Foster Dulles. “That is no problem.
Unconditional surrender.” “They won't agree to that,” said Stettinius. “They are sworn to protect the
Emperor.” “Exactly,” said John Foster Dulles. “Keep Japan in the war another three months, and we can
use the bomb on their cities; we will end this war with the naked fear of all the peoples of the world,
who will then bow to our will.”
14 www.courtofrecord.org/archive/www.lovethetruth.com/books/pawns/toc.htm
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420

425

430

435

440

The U.S. Navy and their comrades in Turkey, Bulgaria and Romania are on a watch list for
‘false flag’ instigation of war in Ukraine, as it is reported that “The US Navy has confirmed that
a guided missile destroyer, the USS Truxtun, is heading to the Black Sea … The US Navy said in
a statement that the USS Truxtun left Greece on Thursday on the way to the Black Sea and was
going to conduct training with the Romanian and Bulgarian navy. … Turkish authorities
confirmed on Wednesday they had given permission to a US navy warship to pass through the
Bosphorus Straights, which is the only entrance to the Black Sea, it was reported in the
Hurriyet Daily News. ”15. The U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations must take urgent action
to prevent any such stupidity.
“A report by Jeremy Scahill in The Nation (Blackwater’s Black Ops, 9/15/2010) revealed that the
largest mercenary army in the world, Blackwater (now called Xe Services) clandestine intelligence
services was sold to the multinational Monsanto.
Many military and former CIA officers work for Blackwater or related companies created to divert
attention from their bad reputation and make more profit selling their nefarious services-ranging
from information and intelligence to infiltration, political lobbying and paramilitary training – for
other governments, banks and multinational corporations. According to Scahill, business with
multinationals, like Monsanto, Chevron, and financial giants such as Barclays and Deutsche Bank,
are channelled through two companies owned by Erik Prince, owner of Blackwater: Total
Intelligence Solutions and Terrorism Research Center. These officers and directors share Blackwater.
One of them, Cofer Black, known for his brutality as one of the directors of the CIA, was the one
who made contact with Monsanto in 2008 as director of Total Intelligence, entering into the
contract with the company to spy on and infiltrate organizations of animal rights activists, anti-GM
and other dirty activities of the biotech giant.”
www.darkgovernment.com/news/monsanto-now-owns-blackwater-xe/

445

450

455

It is now reported that Blackwater mercenaries or other CIA supported mercenaries may be
in the Ukraine region16. It has been reported that a plane was hijacked and disappeared near
Malaysia17. The Al-CIA-duh and ISIS18 (inspired by Left Hand Path lunatics in the CIA, named
after the Egyptian God Isis19) terrorists are rapidly brought under control. It is alleged that
lunatics are ‘stealing’ Ukraine Central Bank’s gold 20. We suggest that the U.S. Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations take urgent steps to take control of the beasts of the CIA – there is no God
protecting them. We suggest that the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations examine
evidence available within the NSA/CIA of human sacrifice, torture and other nefarious
practices of Left Hand Path legal idiots before the Almighty One.
It is a well know fact that since Operation Just Cause21, the U.S. invasion of Panama on 20th
December 1989, Panama has been de-facto run by the United States as an extra-constitutional
‘offshore’ U.S. State where anything goes. The drugs grown in Columbia and elsewhere in Latin
America create the ‘cash flow’ that ‘sustains’ Latin America. The former dictator of Panama,
General Manuel Noriega is reportedly back in Panama22 since 11 December 2011, which means
that he is in place, ready for CIA instructions for a new reign of terror.
15 rt.com/news/us-navy-black-sea-230/
16 www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2576490/Are-Blackwater-active-Ukraine-Videos-spark-talk-U-Smercenary-outfit-deployed-Donetsk.html
17 en.ria.ru/world/20140308/188221094/Russian-2-Ukrainians-on-Board-of-Lost-Malaysian-Boeing.html
18 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_State_of_Iraq_and_Syria
19 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isis
20 iskra-news.info/news/segodnja_nochju_iz_borispolja_v_ssha_strartoval_samoljot_s_zolotym_zapasom_ukrainy/2014-03-07-9122
21 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panama#U.S._Invasion
22 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manuel_Noriega
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460

It is reported that Venezuela has expelled the Ambassador of Panama 23, which is to say that
they have formally recognised the de-facto state of war run by the United States through
Panama by the Exchange Stabilisation Fund / United States Treasury / CIA.

465

It is known to this Court of Record that the United States Congress, ‘assumed the debt of
Latin America’. The Coat of Arms of the Provincias Unidas del Centro de América24, features the
Pyramid with the Eye in the middle, the mark of the Holy See, also found on every ONE ‘dollar
bill’, showing the certain and unmistakable right of the Sovereign to shut down the financial
war, to shut down the United States and the Federal Reserve.
We suggest that the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations take urgent action to take
control of Department of State and CIA operatives operating within or without official
government structures.

470

It is a wish of this Court of Record that the U.S. Senate ensure all Members of Congress, the
Judiciary, government officials in every U.S. State as well as important former officials who
continue to make uninformed incendiary pronouncements are provided a copy of these letters.
Shareholders, directors and editors of major media outlets are under investigation in this
Court of Record.
The Financial Consequences of Civil Peace

475

480

Our Amicus curiæ to Switzerland outlines the steps that must be performed. The European
Union, currently is a loose cannon, threatening Russia with ‘sanctions’. The E.U. councillors
could not, if they tried, send gas up the pipe from their own ‘substantial’ resources.
The financial consequences of civil peace include the Matter of Fact that there exists no
substance ‘on deposit’, for example, in a Swiss bank. The corrupt politicians of the world will
have Our Lady, “Mirror of Justice”, remove their ill gotten gains. Their voters are rather
unlikely to be upset.
Those who talk of ‘sanctions’, scaremongering or fear porn must consider their words.

485

We suggest, as we did to President Putin that large-heartedness and Mercy are principles to
use in dealing with legal infants. Juvenile delinquents must firmly have their dangerous toys
removed from them. We have suggested that bank accounts of corporate mercenaries who run
the ‘justice’ system and other agencies, for example, the Department of Homeland Security are
seized and monitored by a competent civilian authority. The LORD, Our Father, the Blessed One
who has Mercy with His world, watches you from within your hearts.
Invocation to the LORD for grace

490

We pray that the grace and love of our LORD, YHVH, the Ground of Being, who is our
Immaculate Virgin Mary with Her Child Jesus Christ, guide the hand of all officials to dissolve
the formal corporations purporting to be Caesar and return all men, women and children
without distinction of people and nations, to Holy Peace.
Yours faithfully,
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Joseph Ray Sundarsson
+41 43 508 1447
+44 1234 816 393
GICOR-ref: US-Senate-Foreign-cover-v1.0
23 en.radiovaticana.va/news/2014/03/08/venezuela_expels_panama_ambassador_/en1-779660
24 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Republic_of_Central_America
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